OHIO SET 2021
DERECHO
GREENE COUNTY
AMATEUR RADIO EMERGENCY SERVICE
JOHN WESTERKAMP, W8LRJ
GCARES AEC ADMINISTRATION
W8LRJ@ARRL.NET

OBJECTIVES
The 2021 Ohio SET has the following goals:
1. Activation: Practice activating, checking-in, and staging operators.
2. Deployment: Operators will be deployed to various key places in the county
and set up radio communication.
3. Communication: Operators will originate messages as in a real emergency.
4. Maintenance: Test equipment at served agencies and note any issues.
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SCENARIO
A derecho has moved through the Miami Valley overnight with high winds over an
extended area and time. Behind the derecho was a strong cold front which has dropped
temperatures to -30 degrees Fahrenheit. There are isolated communication outages
due to the wind knocking down power lines and hazardous cold weather. If called upon
to deploy, be sure to dress appropriately and anticipate sudden loss of communications.

Derecho [dāˈrāˌCHō]
NOUN
a line of intense, widespread, and fast-moving windstorms and sometimes thunderstorms that moves
across a great distance and is characterized by damaging winds.
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TIMING
9AM–10AM
EC’s discuss the situation, determine initial plan
EC sends HyperReach alert
Activate Resource and Tactical Nets
Designate any staging areas
10AM-12PM
Deploy volunteers to served agencies and check-in to GCARES Tactical Net
Volunteers inventory and check communications equipment on-site
Volunteers check in to local city/township frequency
Volunteers pass 3 messages to other sites/stations in their city/township (fill out ICS 309)
AEC’s pass a message to the GCARES Tactical Net requesting resources
EC passes required messages to state W8SGT
1PM
Volunteers check-out from the GCARES Tactical Net and follow instructions
EC prepares After Action Report
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IMPLEMENTATION
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IMPLEMENTATION (CON’T)
1. Saturday morning, watch for a HyperReach message announcing a
Resource Net on the XWARN repeater (the Greene County Primary
Emergency Frequency at 147.1650(+)(123.0 PL)) and monitor for
information.
2. When the Resource Net Control Station (NCS) calls for check-ins, do so
and follow the instructions. You will be asked for your availability and if
you have an assignment.
3. When released by the Resource NCS, drive to your assigned location,
switch to the GCARES Tactical Net, check-in, and follow instructions.
4. Once released by the GCARES Tactical NCS, switch to your local
city/township Net and announce that you are on station. Use a tactical
callsign, e.g., “Station 64 is available. This is W8LRJ.”
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IMPLEMENTATION (CON’T)
5. Inventory all the equipment on-site and make note of any differences
with the inventory list and any non-working equipment.
6. Begin sending messages (make up to fit the scenario) to the other
stations/served agencies in your city/township.
7. Record your message traffic on an ICS 309.
8. When finished, let the GCARES Tactical Net know you have
completed your assignment and are available for re-assignment.
Follow instructions and move to your next assignment (if necessary).
9. When you have completed reports from all your assigned locations,
be sure to make a final check-out from the GCARES Tactical Net
before returning home. Follow instructions from the NCS.
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NOTES
1. Be sure to state “Exercise, Exercise” before any scenario-related
message traffic.
2. The back-up for each repeater is simplex on the repeater output.
3. The detailed Incident Action Plan (IAP) is available on the GCARES
website at gcares.net in the Download Center.
4. The IAP includes the ICS 205 Incident Radio Communications Plan.
5. CSV files for Chirp are available on the GCARES website for
programming radios.
6. Let us know if you need to be added to HyperReach.
7. If you have APRS, please turn it on.
8. We welcome operators at home who can pretend to be deployed
and provide message traffic, e.g., from Red Cross shelters or buses.
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES
1. Once all operators have checked in to the Resource Net, the Greene County
EC will send a voice or digital ICS 213 message to the State EOC indicating
the number of participants and a separate digital message with the ICS 205
Communications Plan.
2. The EC will establish contact with 3 neighboring counties.
3. The EC will send one formal message to a neighboring county using an ICS
213.
4. The EC will generate 3 resource requests over the exercise period to the
state via W8SGT (any mode).
5. The EC will generate a mutual aid request to another county.
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THANK YOU
W8LRJ@ARRL.NET
CHECK GCARES WEBSITE FOR COPIES OF THIS
PRESENTATION AT GCARES.NET

